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NABA Makes Progress on Key International
Broadcasting Issues with the WBU
Jason Paris, NABA
We are pleased to announce that NABA, in association with the World Broadcasting Unions
(WBU), has made significant headway in three
keys areas of interest to the international broadcasting community: 1.) Digital Satellite Newsgathering Profiles; 2.) Carrier ID implementation;
and 3.) Statement on Intentional Satellite Interference.
Firstly, a WBU-ISOG (World Broadcasting Unions — International Satellite Operations Group)
pilot initiative where select
standard DSNG (Digital
Satellite Newsgathering)
profile sets were created
has recently been approved. Each profile includes all the required
technical parameters and
was generated by a drafting committee of broadcasters, satellite operators
and equipment manufacturers who are now committed to include the standardized profiles in the
default value of their encoders and IRDs
(Integrated Receiver Decoders).
The Secretariat would like to thank Guy Bouchard
of CBC/Radio-Canada for spearheading this project and all contributors for its completion. It is
encouraged that you circulate the guideline
amongst your colleagues. The final Proposed
Operational Profiles to Streamline DSNG Operations can be found at this link.
Secondly, the Carrier ID program for Satellite
uplink providers (approved by both ISOG and the
WBU-Technical Committee) is now being implemented. This is a major piece of work which
should result in a dramatic drop in non-intentional
interference occurrences. This achievement is

owed to the diligence and hard work of long-time
and now former WBU-ISOG Chair — Dick
Tauber — for its adoption, along with GVF and
other industry groups. The WBU-ISOG Carrier
ID Resolutions can be found at this link.
Finally, the Intentional Satellite Interference Statement is also making favourable progress. Written
by CBC/Radio-Canada’s John Lee (also NABATC’s Chair), it has been approved by both
NABA’s Technical Committee and full Board.
This issue has long been a
priority for other Unions
including the European
Broadcasting Union and the
Arab States Broadcasting
Union. So it was no surprise that it was accepted in
a recent meeting by all of
the WBU’s Secretaries and
Directors Generals with the
exception of the AsiaPacific Broadcasting Union
who abstained for the time
being. It is now being shared with the ITU and
may result in a statement from that organization
which will bring the issue to the governmental
level. NABA’s Spectrum Statement on International Satellite Interference can be viewed at this
link.
What happens to the broadcasting/content business in North America matters in the rest of the
world. The trends in broadcasting; content production, distribution and the business models
which sustain these enterprises in North America
can provide NABA with the opportunity to share
our views and experiences and bring leadership on
a global scale. These are true examples of NABA
being North America’s voice in international
broadcasting for the benefit of all of our member
organizations and our sister broadcast Unions. ∎
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Director-General’s Report
Michael McEwen, NABA

Ah January! I hate
it. And it’s over,
but
still
little
weather relief (at
least in these parts).
This is where we at
the Secretariat in
Toronto seriously
contemplate moving our headquarters to Naples, Florida.
After our area was hit with the worst ice
storm in recorded memory, we now have
snow, more snow, and even more snow
along with the freezing temperatures and
lane-clogging tree limbs on the road. Rob
Briskman did make the offer to discuss a
move with the Board, but I suspect he was
yanking my chain.
Nonetheless, we have a pile of things to do
as we prepare for our Annual General
Meeting (AGM) Event in New York City
on February 11th & 12th. Our Committees
and Board of Directors will meet on the 11th
(at HBO and CBS) and then on the 12th we
will have a day of content at HBO as we
discuss and debate current and future industry concerns. The Next Generation of Television, File Formats, Spectrum, the
Broadcaster Treaty, the Protection
of Journalists, and Mobile Phones
with Radio Chips will all be a part
of our discussions. You can see
how the Agenda is laid out along
with the confirmed speakers and
panelists all listed in this edition of
NABAcaster (pg. 4).
I encourage you to come for the two
days, participate in the Committees
of your interest and enjoy a stimulating day of content.
At the end of the day on Feb. 12th
we will review our work of the last
year and lay out the agenda for
2014, elect our Board, and introduce
our new Executive. Last year we
had a lot of positive feedback and
some valuable critical comments,
which we have used to shape this
AGM. Besides, where else can you
get a free lunch in New York in
mid-February? I look forward to
seeing you there.

Bell Media (the largest Canadian private
media company, which includes the terrestrial CTV network amongst their many services) joined NABA as of January 1st.. I am
very pleased to have them participate and
bring their expertise, experience and interests to the NABA table. Christian Roy,
Vice President - Network, will be the Bell
Media member on NABA’s Board.
Rob Briskman will finish his term as
NABA President at the AGM in a few days
time and I will miss his firm hand on the
tiller. Rob has led NABA through a time of
successful change and renewal and has
given us new opportunities to pursue the
interests of our industry to the benefit of all
the members. Rob’s title at SiriusXM is
Technical Executive, which I have always
thought of as the short version of Chief
Satellite Guy, Director of Satellite
Launches, Head of Operations, Spectrum
Guru, and anything else technical you
would like to have him do. Yet, in the
midst of all of those responsibilities he took
the time and energy to work with the Board
of Directors, myself and the membership to
make sure we got it right. We will miss

him as President but will continue to welcome him as a NABA Board Director. We
will introduce our new Executive team at
the AGM next week.
Michael Starling has recently retired from
NPR leaving a big hole in all things technical and radio at NABA. He was Chair of
our TC for two terms and worked with radio members on a sub-committee of the TC
for many years. Lately he has helped us to
develop a full NABA Radio Committee
(NABA-RC), which first met on December
17th and will meet again at the AGM Event
to develop a mandate and work plan. Michael will lead the February 11th meeting
before turning over the Chair to Julie
McCambley from CBC/Radio-Canada.
With the support of NPR, Michael will stay
on as Vice-Chair to help the NABA-RC get
launched. Marty Garrison, VP, Technology
Operations & Broadcast Engineering at
NPR, has now joined the NABA Board and
we welcome Marty and look forward to his
opinions and participation.
I am reminded in these times of change that
an Association like NABA very much depends on the participation of its
members. We do not have a large
staff to grind out the studies and
bring the expertise required to the
issues on the agenda, so for that we
depend on the active involvement
and leadership of our members.
The Secretariat can facilitate the
meetings and discussions, but at the
end of the day the members will
drive our direction and actions.
This is as it should be, but I recognize the amount of time and effort
the membership puts into our work,
all on top of their “day” jobs. I am
grateful for it. We are grateful for
it.
As we will review at the AGM, the
NABA members have been very
successful this past year in representing our collective views in a
number of areas and I look forward
to that continued engagement and
leadership in the year ahead. ∎
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A Sound Revolution Ahead?
David Wood, EBU
Hands up if your home ‘surround
sound’ system is set up properly for
listening or TV viewing! One loudspeaker dead ahead, two more at 30⁰
off to the left and right, and two more
off at ±115⁰? All of them at ‘ear’
height? The extra ‘LFE’ (Low Frequency Effects) speaker (the ‘boomy’ one)
should be on the ground and off centre front.
You may find some guys with pony tails at
Best Buy that have set-ups par-excellence...
but it’s not that common. We all know that
multichannel audio really heightens the
viewing experience - and it’s readily available with Blu-Rays and sometimes Internet,
satellite, and broadcasts. We also know that
if most of the world’s viewers can’t correctly set up their home array of loudspeakers today, a more complex system may be a
pipe dream. Many people still just use the
TV inbuilt loudspeakers anyway.
Enter, the next phase of television – Ultra
High Definition Television (UHDTV). For
some years the broadcasting world has been
puzzling how to ramp up sound, to partner
the heightened image experience. But if the
public can’t manage today’s multichannel
audio properly, how could a more sophisticated sound system fly?
There has been another major barrier to progress in the next level of audio – many different opinions about how it should be done.
Among the leaders are companies from
North America: Dolby, Technicolor, and
the University of Southern California. Add
to that, voices from Japan, Korea, Germany,
the UK and elsewhere. Audio engineers are
passionate about fine detail. If you say “no
one will hear the difference” you are excommunicated. However, after many years
of heavy debate, the sound outlook looks
(and sounds!) brighter. The ITU administrations have now lined up behind a very
imaginative system for the future.
Some things were always agreed, but the
devil was in the detail. Today’s surround
sound systems allow the viewer to identify
from which direction sounds are coming
around them in two dimensions – side-toside and back-to-front. It is as if you are

sitting in the middle of a giant eye-level
‘hula hoop’ and you can tell from which part
of the hoop rim the sound is emanating. In
this way, sounds can move with objects
across the screen, and can also appear to
come from the side or back of the room.
This approach really adds to the viewer’s
sense of being present in the scene.
But in nature, sounds come at us from everywhere, from front, side, above, and below.
We need a system where the viewer is not
just able to tell a sound direction from a flat
circle around them, but from a sphere where
they are at the centre. And the larger the TV
screen, the more valuable is the ability to
judge sound source ‘height’. The UHDTV
age is going to see very large TV screens –
85”, 100”. Hence, though 3D audio will be
great for audio alone, it will particularly
benefit UHDTV. These systems are technically known as ASS – ‘Advanced Sound
Systems’.
One common view is that the ASS needs to
have three ‘layers’ of speakers; one at
ground level, one at ear level, and a third
higher up. As shorthand, we use a convention A+B+C, where each letter tells you the
number of loudspeakers in each layer. Stereo as we know it is ‘0+2+0’. Surround
sound is 0+5+0 plus a LFE. USC and Korean companies suggested a ‘10.2’ channel
ASS system for UHDTV, an example of
which is 4+5+1 plus 2 LFEs. NHK suggested 22.2 with 9+10+3 plus 2 LFEs system for UHDTV. There were also others.
One option for driving these loudspeakers
would be to provide each with a distinct
audio channel. Of course, your broadcast
load could get heavy, but it’s a straightforward approach that would not need much
standardisation, except to decide on the
A+B+C numbers. This is called a ‘discrete
channel’ approach.

Another option (which needs some detail to
understand fully) would be to deliver, to the
receiver, a group of signals that define the
three dimensional sound pressure at the centre of the audience area. From that, the receiver can work backwards and calculate
what each speaker needs. This way you
only need a small number of signals, despite
however many loudspeakers you have in the
room. This is called a ‘scene based’ approach.
Another tool for our ASS could be technologically termed ‘wave field synthesis’. In
simplified terms, you use an array of small
loudspeakers, closely spaced, to reproduce
the ‘audio wave front’ that was present at
the source. It’s like using a large number
of small waves coming on to the beach to
recreate a more complex beach wave. Such
an array of loudspeakers could be built in to
the sides, top, and bottom of a TV set.
From this wave synthesis work sprung one
of the ‘eureka’ ideas in audio – the object
based approach. The idea here is that you
deliver to the receiver a sound signal of
something – a person speaking, a car, a dog,
or whatever, and you tell the receiver where
it should appear to the viewer to come from.
You tell it the static or moving azimuth and
elevation of the sound relative to the centre
of the listening area. Then the receiver
works out what each of the loudspeakers
needs to achieve this effect.
Now, within limits, it doesn’t matter where
the speakers are. The system can adapt to
any configuration. There is already an object
based system in action for cinemas – for
example in the Dolby Theatre on Hollywood
Boulevard.
The new ITU system will allow any of the
above approaches or combinations of them –
that is its magic. It sends ‘audio elements’
to the receiver together with instructions
about what they are. The signal elements
can cover the range of receiving environments from mono on tablets all the way to
22.2 channels audio on 100” Super Hi Vision sets.
With object based coding we could, in theory, get good sound from almost any home
set up – though I am not sure if it could help
my wife’s preference – all small speakers,
facing the wall, and no wires anywhere. ∎
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NABA 2014 AGM Event Program for Feb. 12th
HBO—Media Center (15th Floor)
1100 Avenue of the Americas (@ W. 42nd St.)
New York, NY 10036
08:15

Registration at HBO Security Opens

08:30

Light Continental Breakfast Service

09:00

Welcome Remarks:
 Michael McEwen, Director-General, NABA
Keynote Address: Broadcasting at a Crossroads; the Risks and Opportunities
 Chris Ornelas, Chief Operating and Strategy Officer, NAB
The Next Generation of Television: Where Are We and What Are the Issues?
 Mark Richer, President, ATSC: An update on the ATSC Process and Related Issues
 Fred Mattocks, GM, Media Operations & Technology, CBC/Radio-Canada: It Doesn’t Matter What the Broadcaster Wants… The Next Generation Will Be What the Consumer Wants
The Next Generation of TV: A Roundtable
Exploring the business, operational, and technical areas that are part of moving forward with the Next
Generation of TV
Chair: Michael McEwen, Director-General, NABA
 Mark Richer, President, ATSC
 Bob Seidel, VP, Advanced Tech & Engineering, CBS
 Fred Mattocks, GM, Media Operations & Technology, CBC/Radio-Canada
 Richard Friedel, EVP & GM, Engineering & Operations, Fox Networks
 Glenn Reitmeier, SVP, Technology Standards & Policy, NBCU
Presentation: The NextRadio Initiative
 Paul Brenner, SVP, Chief Technology Officer, Emmis
Coffee Break
Is WRC-15 Really Important to the Future of TV Networks and Why Aren’t Governments Listening?
Chair: John Lee, Executive Director, Media Technology Services, CBC/Radio-Canada
 Winston Caldwell, VP, Spectrum Engineering, Advanced Engineering, Fox
 Bob Ross, SVP, East Coast Operations, CBS
 Gonzalo de Dios, Associate General Counsel, Intelsat
 Lynn Claudy, SVP, Technology, NAB
Buffet Lunch
Keynote Speaker: Freedom of the Press and the Safety of Journalists in the Field — A NABA Priority
 Sergio Sarmiento, Editorial Committee / Editor-in-Chief, TV Azteca
File Transfer & Workflow — A Cost Centre that Needs Fixing
Chair: Clyde Smith, SVP, New Technology, Fox Networks
 Harold Geller, Chief Growth Officer, Ad-ID
 Marcy Lefkovitz, Director, News Production, ABC News
 Carol Darling, VP, Engineering & Broadcast Systems, Shaw Media
 Bob Hamilton, Vice President, Engineering & Entertainment Systems, Shaw Communications
 Barbara Lange, Executive Director, SMPTE
 Thomas Bause Mason, Director, Advanced Digital Media Technology, NBCU
 Ira Goldstone, VP, Engineering, Univision
Coffee Break
2014 NABA Annual General Meeting
Adjournment

09:05
09:20

10:00

10:45
11:00
11:15

12:45

14:15

15:45
16:00
17:30

If you have not already done so, please go to Eventbrite and register online for the AGM Event today!
www.eventbrite.com/e/naba-2014-agm-event-committee-meetings-tickets-9899038290
Please contact the Secretariat for the password. The AGM is important as it provides an opportunity to update you on the
excellent work being done by our Committees, explore current issues, welcome new members, and renew old connections.
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NABA Welcomes Level 3 as a New Affiliate Member
We are pleased to welcome Level 3 Communications as a new Affiliate Member. Level 3 joins many
other service providers and vendors that are involved in the business of broadcasting and have a direct
interest in many of the items in the NABA Work Plan via NABA’s Committees and Working Groups.
The NABA Board of Directors enthusiastically welcomes their membership.
Level 3 is a company that moves content around the world and has a reputation for
reliability and security. This collection and distribution of services are the train tracks
that broadcasters use to bring product to their markets. As a member of NABA, Level
3 will brings its expertise and experiences to our discussion about how to do these
tasks more effectively and efficiently, and we welcome their ideas and input.
-Michael McEwen, Director-General, NABA
Level 3 Communications, Inc. (NYSE: LVLT) is a Fortune 500 company that provides local, national
and global communications services to enterprise, government and carrier customers. Level 3’s comprehensive portfolio of secure, managed solutions includes fiber and infrastructure solutions; IP-based
voice and data communications; wide-area Ethernet services; video and content distribution; data center
and cloud-based solutions. Level 3 serves customers in more than 500 markets in 55 countries over a
global services platform anchored by owned fiber networks on three continents and connected by extensive undersea facilities. For more information on Level 3, please visit www.level3.com.

Japan Prize 2013 Video Highlights
Video highlights of the 2013 winners as well as the completed TV programs from Nepal and Colombia, based on the 2012 winners of the TV Proposal Division, are now available on NHK’s website
(www.nhk.or.jp/jp-prize/english/2013/prize_winner.html).
Entries for Japan Prize 2014 will be accepted from April 1st through June 30th.

NABAcaster Looking for March Submissions
A friendly reminder that NABAcaster is your newsletter and is thereby dependent on membership submissions. In all honesty, putting together this issue, due to a lack of submissions, was challenging and
forced us to scramble a bit. We thereby ask that you please send us your notices, events, awardsreceived or any anniversaries you feel would be of interest to NABA members and the extended broadcasting community. Moreover, story submissions (300-400 words, potentially more if a cover story)
and ideas are most welcome at anytime.
The next issue of NABAcaster (Issue #10) will mark the one year anniversary of this publication and
will be distributed on Tuesday, March 4th . We hope you continue to find value in this publication.

Family Day Holiday Office Closure
The NABA Secretariat will be closed on Monday, February 17th in recognition of the Ontario
Statutory Holiday of Family Day.
Regular office hours will resume on Tuesday, February 18th at 09:00 EST.
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NABA Members & Issues in the News


NAB Files Comments on AM Revitalization



NBC - We Have a Comprehensive Security Plan for Sochi



NAB President Remains at Odds with New FCC Chair



Time Warner Sells Manhattan H.Q. — CNN and Other Nets Will be on the Move



Sirius XM (Canada) Sees Subscriptions Up, Content Added, New Board Members Appointed



Eutelsat Completes Acquisition of Satmex for $831M



Inmarsat Closes $45M ‘Globe Wireless’ Purchase



Liberty Media to Fully Control Sirius XM



Groups Propose Integrating Ad-ID Into 'UPC' For All Media, Advertising Content



Time Warner’s TV Everywhere App Gets More Localized



NPR Receives $17 Million in Grants and Donations



Univision Launches Redesigned Website



Dolby Bets on Brightness to Transform TV

Looking Ahead - Key Dates & Upcoming Events
Date

Event

Location

Feb. 07-23

IOC’s 2014 Sochi Winter Olympic Games

Sochi, RUSSIA

Feb. 11

NABA Committee & Board Meetings (Hosted by CBS & HBO)

New York, NY, USA

Feb. 12

NABA AGM Event (Hosted by HBO)

New York, NY, USA

Feb. 13

World Radio Day (Promoted by UNESCO)

[WORLDWIDE]

Feb. 17-21

Hollywood Post Alliance — Tech Retreat

Indian Wells, CA, USA

Feb. 20-28

ITU-R: JTG 4-5-6-7 Meetings

Geneva, SWITZERLAND

Feb. 26-28

VidTrans 2014 Conference & Expo (Hosted by VSF)

Arlington, VA, USA

March 04

ABU Digital Broadcasting Symposium

Kuala Lumpur, MALAYSIA

Mar. 10-13

Satellite 2014 Conference & Expo

Washington, DC, USA

Mar. 24-Apr. 4

ITUR-R: SG-6, WP6A, 6B & 6C Meetings

Geneva, SWITZERLAND

A complete list of upcoming events is available in the Calendar of Events section at www.nabanet.com

The NABAcaster newsletter is available online at:
www.nabanet.com/nabaweb/newsletter/NABAcaster.asp
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